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S
EPARATION of the symbols of operation fi'om those of quantity, has, as far as I know~ been hitherto applied only to the calculus of finite differences, and to the diit~rential calculus where both are involved. It appears to me that if any much greater eminence than that to which analysis has already been brought, remains to be attained by it, that process is the most obvious and likely path. The following pages will show how, by applying it, a large elass of partial dif{hrential equations, ineludit~g nearly all that occur in applied mathematics, may be reduced to differential equations of two variables.
The following known theorem is one which will be constantly made use of. In the fh'st p/ace, multil)lying by the fitctor e " a~'~ is equivalent to changing all fimctions offf to which it is prefixed bx into tile same functions of y +
The ex2ression ~ d~ f(z) is equivalent to Taglor's series for f(x+h).
• Now z is an unknown a thnetion of x and y, suppose it equal to 4~ (x,.~), then
(x,J +--a ~ +-a :~(x'Y +--a--} '
which is tile total differential coefficient of qb x,y + -~t with respect to x.
As for the other side of the equation, namely, Hence it may be seen tlmt the essential part of the method consists in making each member of a partial differential equation a total differential coefficient with respect to one of the variables.
The most general class of equations of the first order, which can (as far as I am at present aware) be solved by this method, are those which fall under the form thctor, namely, ~ a,a is, as has before been stated, to change fimctions of y into functions of,7+ X', and it affects, not only d z and z, but also the other part of the integrating factor, dx namely, --fPdx provided P contain .y; therefore ,j in P must be changed into .y + X' before the integration is perfi)rmed, and afterwards, y is to be restored. The equation will then stand :
The first side is the total differential coefficient of ~ --fPdJ: Z (y + X ~ being substituted for .y) with respect to x ; and the second side is the similar diflbrential coefficient of some unknown [hnetion of a" and)j, It would require the solution of the original equation to exhibit this function, but this difficnlty is avoided by integrating the expression on the second side by the common rules. It remains to integrate both sides with respect to x, add all arbitrary function of j, divide both X' d sides by • ,77 (that is, change.g into 2u --X') and by --fPdz, and then the value of z is obtained.
I shall adjoin a few examples, but previously I shall prove the fi)llowing curiot,s theorem, which is of use ill scveral. Multiply by this factor, and integrate, therefore, 
